Abstract
Introduction
Cluster-based web servers have become a common solution to high-traffic web hosting in recent years. Such a system usually consists of a dispatcher and a collection of web server nodes connected to a local area network. Client requests are distributed to the web server nodes by the dispatcher to obtain high throughput. Existing solutions for improving cluster-based web server performance either follow a dispatcher-based approach to achieve load balancing or use some special caching mechanisms that can avoid excessive disk operations.
The dispatcher-based approach emphasizes on request distribution to achieve load balancing. All the packets from the clients to the cluster will first reach the dispatcher, which then routes the packets to the web server nodes based on £ This research is supported by HKU's seed funding programmes for basic and applied research under account code 10203944. some load balancing policies. There exist many methods to implement such a request distribution, which can be divided into two categories based on the OSI layer at which the distribution decision is made [10, 11] .
In layer-4 dispatching, e.g., Magicrouter [2] and Network Dispatcher [21] , the decision is made according to the IP address and TCP port number of the client. The dispatcher routes packets to the chosen node, which establishes TCP connection directly with the client. Since the endpoints in a TCP connection cannot be changed, the dispatcher has to route the packets of the same connection to the same web server node. Fine-grained load balancing is therefore difficult to achieve. The dispatcher cannot change the assigned node of an established connection even when other nodes in the cluster become idle. In addition, the centralized dispatcher is a single point of failure to the whole cluster. A solution has been proposed in Distributed Packet Rewriting [8, 9] that allows several distributed dispatchers to be present in a cluster. While this approach removes the single point of failure, it still has the other drawbacks of layer-4 dispatching.
Layer-7 dispatching, often referred to as content-based distribution, looks into a request to decide which cluster node should serve the request. Since HTTP request is sent after the TCP connection is established, the dispatcher has to first establish a connection with the client before any distribution decision can be made. After that, the processing of the request is passed to the chosen web server node. TCP handoff [6, 7, 13, 25, 27, 31] and TCP splicing [15, 28] are two mechanisms that support such operation. In TCP handoff, the connection endpoint in the dispatcher is passed to the chosen node, which then processes the request and sends out the response directly to the client. In TCP slicing, the dispatcher acts like a proxy. The dispatcher receives a request from the client and then forwards it to the chosen web server node. The HTTP response is sent back to the dispatcher, which in turn forwards it to the client. This limits the throughput of the whole web server because all the traffic has to pass through the dispatcher. Figure 1 After parsing a request, the dispatcher sends it to the chosen web server node.
forwarded to the client by the dispatcher.
Response from the web server is Since the handoff or splicing module has to parse every request in order to make the distribution decision, every request is actually parsed twice: once in the module and once in the web server. Establishing a TCP connection with each client and parsing the HTTP request introduce much overhead, and the dispatcher can become a performance bottleneck much more easily than the layer-4 approach. Although a solution has been proposed in LARD [7] to share the dispatcher's load among the web server nodes, this in turn imposes more work in each of them. The overall performance is thus limited.
Supporting persistent HTTP is another challenge in TCP handoff. The main issue is to prevent the TCP stream from draining during the process of handoff. This problem is mentioned in [6] but there is no solution given. The lack of such mechanism limits TCP handoff's advantage over layer-4 dispatching in persistent HTTP connections because only the first request in a connection can be dispatched according to its content. Subsequent requests in the same connection are still bound to the same server node, as in layer-4 dispatching. Layer-7 approaches are also inefficient for small-size replies where the dispatching overhead can be much larger than the actual transfer time of the replies.
In addition to the dispatcher-based approach, the idea of cooperative caching [17] has also been relied upon for achieving high performance [1, 12, 16, 31] . Each web server node maintains a cache pool for web documents. When a node does not have the web document requested by the client in its cache, it will first try to fetch the object in another node's memory cache instead of reading it from local disk. A mechanism called cache forwarding (CF) is This cache transfer between peer servers is the major cost in cooperative caching and works best only with small-size transfers. For larger ones, reading from the local hard disk is probably more efficient as the disk usually has a higher transfer rate. Most of the commercial products for cluster-based web servers follow the dispatcher approach [14, 18, 19, 24] . A web switch or a load balancer sits in front of the cluster and distributes the requests to the web server nodes by layer-4 or layer-7 policies. Mechanisms similar to TCP splicing are usually adopted in these switches to achieve layer-7 load balancing. We are only aware of an exception from Resonate, Inc. [26] , which offers a mechanism that is similar to TCP handoff. All these commercial products share the same advantages and drawbacks of dispatcher-based approaches, however.
In this paper, we propose a new network support mechanism for cluster-based web servers, called Socket Cloning (SC), which aims at resolving the aforementioned problems and providing a general solution for cluster-based service to achieve high performance. Our approach allows web server software to move opened sockets efficiently between cluster nodes. A request can therefore be processed in the web server node with the document in its cache to achieve load balancing and high performance without the need to transfer the cached copy.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present the architecture of Socket Cloning. The design of a cluster-based web server with Socket Cloning is discussed in Section 3. Performance tests and evaluations of Socket Cloning and different cluster-based web servers are presented in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.
Socket Cloning
In this section, we describe in detail the architecture and protocol of Socket Cloning.
System Architecture
Our proposed architecture of Socket Cloning aims at providing an efficient and transparent network support system for cluster-based web servers with the discussed problems resolved. For the simplicity of the discussion, it is assumed that a layer-4/2 dispatcher is used to distribute requests to the web server nodes in the cluster. Indeed, any other lightweight dispatching mechanism can also be used. To avoid the dispatcher becoming the single point of failure, techniques like Distributed Packet Rewriting [8, 9] can be used as well. There are three components in Socket Cloning: SC Client, SC Server, and Packet Router. The architecture is shown in Figure 3 . In this system architecture, SC Client provides a system call interface to the web server in the node. When a web server decides to make another node to handle the request, it issues the system call provided by SC Client to clone the socket. SC Client then packs all the relevant information of the opened socket and sends it out to the SC Server in the remote node through a persistent connection. The whole message is called SC Message. When the cloning system call returns, the web server treats the request as served and processes the next request.
When SC Server receives an SC Message, it will create a socket called clone. The states of the clone and the protocol stack are then reconstructed according to the information in the SC Message. After that, the clone is native to this node and subsequent packets will go through its normal network protocol stack. There is no extra overhead in processing the packets of a clone. Outgoing packets of the clone are sent directly to the client. Upon successful cloning, the SC Server will send an acknowledgement back to the SC Client. It will then inform the Packet Router to route subsequent packets for that socket to the clone's node. During the execution, packets from the client will first reach the original node and be routed to the clone's node while packets to the client are sent directly from the clone's node. A triangular routing path is established. Furthermore, packets that contain non-zero TCP payload are passed to the network stack of the original node as well as routed to the clone.
After cloning, the original socket remains in its node. It will not be destroyed until the connection is closed. In persistent HTTP, the original socket will handle further messages received in the connection after cloning. The clone will be closed after serving a request. Figure 4 shows how a series of HTTP requests are handled in the system. Otherwise, it clones the socket to the node that has a cache copy.
has the cache of the document. 
Mechanism
When a web server in a cluster node decides not to handle a request, it clones the socket of this request to another node by calling the SC Client to send out an SC Message, which has four fields. The first field defines the total length of the message. The second field contains the states of the socket and protocol stack such as windows sizes. The length of this field is fixed. The third field is the socket seed, which contains the IP and TCP headers that the server receives from the client at the time of cloning. It represents the basic information of the IP and TCP stack. The last field is the Application State Field (ASF). It represents the request processing state and is generated by the cloning web server when the system call is invoked. For example, the ASF can be the client's request with the RANGE header added to specify how many bytes have been successfully transferred. The second field and the ASF essentially form an IP packet containing HTTP request. The first three fields are composed by the SC Client and the ASF is supplied by the calling web server.
After an SC Message is received, the SC Server will create a socket, i.e. the clone, using the socket seed. Since the socket seed is essentially an IP packet, basic information of the original socket's IP and TCP stack can be reconstructed by treating the socket seed as a TCP SYN packet to set up the clone. To do this, the sequence number is reduced by one and the SYN bit is turned on in the socket seed. After that, a fake three-way handshaking is done by the SC Server to setup the clone using the modified socket seed. As the sequence number is increased by one after the handshaking, the sequence number becomes the same as before. The sequence number of the clone itself is also set up to match the one in the socket seed. Other states of the socket such as windows sizes, maximum segment size, and timestamp values are reconstructed using the second field of the SC Message. The ASF will be put in the clone's receive buffer, which becomes the client's request to the web server. The clone is now set up and is treated as an ordinary socket in this node.
Triangular Implicit State Synchronization
The clone and the original socket have the same state right after cloning. However, the states of the clone and the original socket can become different when the clone has sent out some packets. As the original node will process further requests from the client, the states of the original and cloned socket have to be synchronized. Packets sent from an unsynchronized socket will appear erratic to the client and packet from the client will be treated as an abnormal one in such socket. The states of the sockets thus have to be consistent before the original socket can take over control of the connection again to serve subsequent requests in a connection.
Because of triangular routing, the original socket does not know what the clone has sent. As a result, some mechanism is needed to update the states of the original socket to keep the states consistent. This usually involves internode communications and may adversely affect scalability of the whole system. In our system, explicit synchronization is not required. The Packet Router takes full advantage of the acknowledgement received from the client to manipulate the state of the original socket so that the states become synchronized after the acknowledgment is received at the clone's node. Such implicit synchronization removes all the inter-node communication for state information exchange. It allows an efficient and scalable design for multiple-cloning without the need for explicit control, as we shall see in Section 3. Figure 5 shows an example on how the synchronization is carried out. At the beginning (0), the original and the cloned socket have the same state (seq = nxt = 100). The state of the clone changes (1) when it sends out a message to the client (2) . After the message is received by the client (3), it will send out an acknowledgement (4). The Packet Router, knowing the socket has been cloned, will look into the contents of the packet and update the socket's state accordingly (5). This step is done right above the device driver level and does not involve the operation of the normal network protocol stack. The acknowledgement is routed to the clone's node (6) by the Packet Router. This packet traverses the normal network stack in the clone's node and the states are updated (7) . In this way, the states of the original and cloned socket are synchronized without explicit communications between the two cluster nodes. This reduces the overhead and improves the scalability of the system. The TCP state transition and packet flow of a closing connection depends on which endpoint sends the FIN packet first. Since the original node cannot see the outgoing packets of the clone, it cannot differentiate whether it is the clone or the client that does the active close. The Packet Router thus does not know how many packets it should expect to route for the connection when a FIN packet is received. This problem is solved by setting a timer when such packet is seen. The Packet Router stops to route packets of the connection when its timer expires. This again eliminates the need for explicit synchronization.
Cluster-Based Web Server with SC
This section describes how the web server interacts with the Socket Cloning system. We also introduce our prototype implementation.
SC in Cluster-Based Web Server
The whole operation of a cluster-based web server using Socket Cloning is as follows. The web server software in a cluster node first establishes connection with clients directly and parses the request. A mapping function is then applied to the request to decide which node should process the request. Various mapping functions using load-based, location-based, cache-based, or other algorithms could be adopted. The web server will handle the request directly if it is the one that the function maps to. Otherwise, it will clone the socket to the chosen node and let it serve the request.
For persistent HTTP, we provide an efficient and scalable mechanism for cloning the socket multiple times so that every request is served by the most appropriate node. The requests in a persistent HTTP connection are processed one after another. If it is a clone that handles the request, the web server in the clone's node will ignore the subsequent requests in the connection and close the clone after sending out the response. The web server in the original node then handles the next request. It can either clone the socket again to let another node to handle the next request, or it can handle the request itself. This process continues until all the requests within a connection have been handled. In this way, multiple-cloning is supported without the need to synchronize the web server nodes or to prevent the TCP stream from draining during cloning. Figure 6 summarizes the workflow of a cluster-based web server with Socket Cloning for a nonpipelined persistent HTTP connection.
Some modern web browsers support pipelining of requests [23] in which a browser can send out requests before receiving a complete response is also supported. SC is also designed to handle this service. The length of the requested file is noted by the original node when it clones the socket. The Packet Router compares the acknowledged sequence number from the client and the pre-computed message size. When the whole response has been acknowledged by the client, the web server in the original node is informed by the Packet Router to process the next request. As the states of the clone and original sockets are synchronized automatically, the original node can take over control of the connection right after the clone's node has finished serving the request. This ensures all the requests within a connection are served properly and efficiently without explicit control of the nodes.
There are several advantages of Socket Cloning in cluster-based web servers: 1.) The cloned socket sends packets directly to the client and does not need to be forwarded to the original socket first as in the TCP splicing and some layer-4 approaches. 2.) With SC, the processing of HTTP requests can be migrated to the node that has a cached copy of the requested document, thus bypassing any cache transfer between cluster nodes. 3.) Once cloned, the socket becomes native to the node and no extra network processing layer or wrapper is needed. 4.) Multiple-cloning of the same socket is also allowed in SC, which makes it possible to achieve fine-grained load balancing in persistent HTTP. 5.) SC also has much lower overheads and thus higher scalability than the other approaches, as we shall see in the next section.
Prototype Implementation
We have implemented a prototype of Socket Cloning in Linux, kernel version 2.4.2. The network stack has been modified so that a clone can be set up without a real connection. Normal network operations are not affected by the change. The SC Server, SC Client, and the Packet Router are all implemented as kernel modules. These modules have to be loaded in all the cluster nodes before any web server can clone a socket. When the system starts, SC Client connects to the SC Servers in the other nodes of the cluster. All the SC Messages are sent through these connections without the need to start a new one for each message. We have also modified kHTTPd [22], a kernel-based web server, to make use of the SC facilities.
Benchmarks Results
We have carried out two sets of benchmarks. In micro-benchmark, we compare the performance of different content-aware mechanisms. Throughputs of cluster-based web servers employing different techniques are evaluated in trace-driven benchmark.
Micro-Benchmark
To evaluate the performance of Socket Cloning, we have carried out tests with three mechanisms that are contentaware: SC, cooperative caching, and LARD [25] . The cooperative caching scheme is implemented in kernel space in Linux for comparison because both LARD and SC run in kernel space. The LARD source code is obtained from the project's homepage and runs in FreeBSD 2.2.6. Tests were carried out in two clusters: an Intel Pentium II 300MHz cluster and an Intel Pentium III 733MHz cluster. All the nodes are connected via a Fast Ethernet switch.
In these tests we used ApacheBench [3] , a simple benchmark from Apache HTTP Server's source that retrieves a single document repeatedly. The tested mechanism was applied to every request. For example, in the test with cooperative caching, cache forwarding (CF) is always performed. Figure 7 illustrates how these tests were carried out. 
Figure 7. Micro-Benchmark Test
We found that Socket Cloning has the least relative startup cost. The total latency in sending the SC Message and setting up the clone is measured to be 134 s in a Pentium II 300 node and 46 s in a Pentium III 733 node, whereas it is 194 s for Pentium II 300 machines in LARD. One may argue that these numbers depend on the operating system and do not represent the true cost. To minimize the effects of the different underlying environments and compare the relative overhead of the three mechanisms, a metric called normalized efficiency is used. To compute the normalized efficiency, throughput of the tested mechanism is first obtained. It is then divided by the throughput of a single web server running in the same environment. Figure 8 shows the result.
When the requested file is small, the startup cost of a mechanism is the main contributor of the decreased efficiency. The smaller normalized efficiency achieved in LARD shows that it have larger setup cost than the other two mechanisms.
In cooperative caching, the major cost is in cache forwarding. There are two messages involved in each CF: one is the request for a cache copy and the other is the cache reply. The normalized efficiency stays about the same for files of less than one kilobyte. It gradually drops to about 50% when larger files are transferred because the time to forward the cache becomes more significant. This shows the drawback of cache forwarding. The requested file is actually sent twice, once in cache forwarding and once in the reply. The crossover point of CF and LARD is about 3 kilobyte, which is similar to the result in [6] .
In both of LARD and SC, there is a triangular routing path between the client and the request-handling web server node. Client packets have to be routed by an intermediate forwarding node in the cluster to reach the web server node while response packets are sent directly to the client. The overhead in forwarding client acknowledgements thus becomes more significant in large response. In LARD, the IP address and TCP port number in the client packets have to be modified in both of the front-end and the handed off node. This adds extra delays in every client packet. As a result, it can only achieve less than 80% normalized efficiency. In SC, the Packet Router acts as a layer-4 dispatcher and the clone's node does not have to modify the received packets. This scheme has lower overhead and SC is able to achieve nearly 100% normalized efficiency for large files.
Note that in real systems, SC or CF does not have to be carried out in all requests. If the node that the web client connects to has a cached copy of the document, then SC or CF is not necessary. Such situation can be increased if there are replications of cache copies in the cluster. On the other hand, the cost of TCP handoff has to apply to every connection in LARD because all the clients must establish connection with the front-end.
Trace-Driven Benchmark
We have carried out trace-driven benchmark tests with cooperative caching (CF) and SC by replaying a log file. LVS [29] with round-robin request distribution using direct routing is also tested for comparison. It is also used to distribute requests to the web server nodes in CF and SC. Two cache replacement policies, LRU and LFU, are used in cooperative caching. The mapping function used in SC is a hash function of the HTTP request. In all the tests, kHTTPd [22] is run in each of the server nodes.
The log file we used is collected by the Computer Science Division, EECS Department, of UC Berkeley [30] . It Our testing environment consists of 1 to 12 web servers and 19 clients. All the machines are connected to a single Fast-Ethernet switch. All the web server nodes have a 733MHz Intel Pentium III CPU and 384MB of main memory. Each client node runs http_load [20] with 2 concurrent connections. Http_load is modified to replay the log in order. All the files are stored in a 6-way SMP server connected in the same LAN and all the web servers mount the web documents by NFS. Figure 9 shows the requests throughput of the tests.
In these tests, the total size of the documents is much larger than the sum of the memories in all the cluster nodes. The performance of a web server thus depends on how efficient the memories of the nodes are used to avoid disk access. The throughput of RR stops to increase when more than eight server nodes are used. This is because layer-4 dispatching cannot distribute requests to the web server nodes according to its content. The cache in each of the server nodes thus is responsible to host the whole set of web document. This inefficient use of the memory in the cluster limits its scalability.
We found cooperative caching with an LFU cache replacement policy has better performance than the one that uses LRU, which is typical for web access patterns [12] . This is related to the very low temporal locality of the access pattern in the common characteristics of web server workload [4, 5] . However, cooperative caching does not have higher throughput than RR until more than eight web server nodes are used. This is mainly due to the overhead involved in large cache transfers. Since all the nodes have only one network interface, a node cannot forward a cache and send This limits the performance of the whole web server. Although SC uses file system cache, which employs LRU replacement policy, it still outperforms cooperative caching with LFU and the other tested mechanisms. This is because of the lower overhead in SC. This result is encouraging and higher performance is expected to be achieved if other cache replacement policy such as LFU that suits the request pattern is used in SC. SC also has nearly twice the throughput of cooperative caching with LRU in most cases. This confirms our result in the micro-benchmark. With twelve web server nodes, SC outperforms CF-LFU, CF-LRU and RR by 30%, 64%, and 96% respectively.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel network support mechanism for cluster-based web servers, called Socket Cloning. Socket Cloning allows an opened socket to be moved efficiently between cluster nodes. It incurs less overhead than existing content-aware approaches, such as TCP handoff and caching forwarding. This enhances the performance of cluster-based web servers. Triangular implicit state synchronization is used in Socket Cloning so that unnecessary inter-node communications are not required. This results in a more scalable system. Multiple-cloning is also supported to provide fine-grained load balancing in persistent HTTP connections without synchronization and TCP stream drainage problems. We have also evaluated the performance of a cluster-based web server with Socket Cloning and compared it with the cooperative caching approach using different cache replacement policies by trace-driven benchmarks. Performance results indicate that our approach can outperform other mechanisms.
Although a cluster-based web server with Socket Cloning can outperform other similar systems, there are still some other optimizations left to be explored. For example, in persistent HTTP, the clone's web server can also parses the next request instead of closing the clone after serving a request. As a result, socket does not have to be cloned again if the next request is then determined to be handled by the clone's node. In addition, sockets can be pre-cloned in several nodes for processing the different requests within a pipelined persistent HTTP connection. Requests handling can thus be overlapped. When a web server has finished sending out the response, it can inform the clone in another node to serve the next request. The next response can thus be sent out immediately by that node without the latency in cloning the socket. While this can improve the performance, this will require more sophisticated protocols among the components in the Socket Cloning architecture.
